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1.0 Background 
Since originally tracking my climbing and training starting almost two years ago, the project has 

continued to evolve.  This write-up documents the changes, observations, and potential for continued 

tracking improvements. 

 

Much of what is presented herein derives off of my first write-up, The Nerdy Joy of Tracking Your 

Training (Rev02) which can be found here:  

http://thecabinfeverfighter.weebly.com/trip-reports--blog/the-nerdy-joy-of-tracking-your-training-rev02  

1.1 Introduction 
The impulse behind tracking training began shortly after reading The Rock Climber’s Training Manual by 

Mike and Mark Anderson.  The book presented many ways to visualize your climbing performance and 

improvement over time.  This past summer (2015), I also read Training For The New Alpinism by Steve 

House and Scott Johnston.  Unsurprisingly, ways to track and visualize data were also presented there. 

 

Most notably, my outdoor climbing sheets and workout logs were becoming slow and cumbersome to 

work with in Microsoft Excel.  This prompted a move to document those events in Microsoft Access, 

which is a database-oriented tool.  Each tool has their own benefits (Excel is great at charting but hard to 

parse down database style entries; Access handles database entries with ease but charting is much more 

difficult).  Ultimately, perfecting the use of Pivot Charts within Microsoft Access provided the 

visualization tool required. 

 

Future iterations may use a combination of both Access and Excel.  For now, Access is used to track 

workout training (general), climbing logging, and cardio events.  The Excel tracking sheets are still used 

for climbing training specifics due to the enhanced graphing techniques required. 

1.2 Purpose and Goals 
“To what end!?” my wife asks me as I brag over the updated sheets.  A good question!  Short answer: to 

observe trends, make observations, and change workout techniques to continue to improve. 

 

All of this is part of a longer term goal to climb my first 5.13a trad climb in 2017.  This is becoming a 

shorter term goal as the impending year nears.  Longer-than-that term goals are beginning to include 

some alpine objectives with difficult technical climbing grades.  As a result, some cardio training has been 

implemented.  After reading Training For The New Alpinism, however, I realized the volume of training 

for those kinds of alpine objectives (6,000+ meter peaks) would significantly thwart my technical 

climbing training.  As a result, I use some basic training expounded upon in that book but am far from 

actually following their prescribed formula. 

  

http://thecabinfeverfighter.weebly.com/trip-reports--blog/the-nerdy-joy-of-tracking-your-training-rev02


2.0 Climbing Tracking 
At the end of the year, I like to summarize the past year’s accomplishments and see if there was any 

improvement from the previous years. 

2.1 Outdoor Climbing 
Outdoor summaries are provided in the charts below.  If you’ve been following these charts for a few 

years, you’ll see the different way in which Access plots data.  I prefer the way Access charts these.  Pivot 

Charts are very powerful! 

 
Figure 1: 2015 Outdoor Climbing Routes Summary by Difficulty 

For 2015, I climbed 221 climbs (including repeats, up from 208 last year).  Figure 1 shows that I spent a 

lot of time warming up on a 5.11a for my 5.12b project (which was finally dispatched after 8 tries).  Riding 

on that wave of confidence, I subsequently sent the neighboring 5.12c in 2 tries. 

 

A similar chart showing pitches is shown in Figure 2.  This chart also shows the months in which I spent 

the most time outside. 

 
Figure 2: 2015 Outdoor Climbing Pitches Summary by Month 



For 2015, 252 pitches were climbed.  March is worth noting: a friend and I climbed 28 pitches for her 28th 

birthday at Indian Creek.  What a day!  June and December saw a depressingly low number of ascents.  

June was very hot and a snowy December has kept many rocks hidden. 

 

Another way to visualize data is in the form of a “route pyramid.”  Some people literally create pyramids of 

difficulties building up on each other.  An alternative to this approach is to simply create a column 

chart/histogram and visualize the structure.  Figure 3 shows this approach. 

 
Figure 3: Column Chart/Histogram of All Routes Ascended 

As you can see, my “route pyramid” is practically non-existent.  There are a number of reasons for this 

which won’t be expounded upon here, but it is a helpful way to see all 728 climbs tracked since I started 

climbing.  A better setup for route pyramid is shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

Charting personal progression can be arbitrary.  However, Access allows you multiple ways to break down 

the data.  Figure 4 shows the breakdown of 2014 and 2015, and further split by Trad and Sport ascents.  

Paying attention to the scales, you can see much more time was spent on harder routes in 2015. 

 
Figure 4: Ascents by Style and Year 



Furthering the visualization, you can also select only the ascent styles that “count.”  From a personal 

progression standpoint, I chose that to be Onsight, Flash, and Redpoint.  Figure 5 shows this and more 

closely resembles a “route pyramid.” 

 

 
Figure 5: Personal Progression between 2014 and 2015 

The takeaway from this chart is that much more time was spent at harder grades compared to 2015. 

 

Those who have read Training For The New Alpinism will remember the different cardio zones and 

column charts expounded upon in the book.  Figure 6 shows this kind of chart for all climbing-related 

activities. 

 
Figure 6: Time Spent in Various Cardio Zones for Climbing Related Activities 

All charts showing time in sport, calories, and heart rate are based on only the past 10 weeks of data since 

that’s when I started tracking it. 



2.1.1 Climbing and Heart Rate (HR) 
An interesting question which continues to arise is: how much is cardio a factor in climbing?  There are a 

number of answers and opinions.  Without getting into those, Figure 7 shows the outdoor climbing data 

acquired thus far. 

 
Figure 7: Heart Rate vs. Climbing Difficulty 

While there appears to be some general, linear trend, not enough data exists yet. 

2.2 Climbing Training 
Continuing on heart rate, calories burned (based on heart rate) were also acquired.  Figure 8 shows 

calories burned, average heart rate, and maximum heart rate based on different climbing-related 

activities. 

 
Figure 8: Calories Burned, Average, and Max Heart Rate for Climbing Activities 

It’s interesting to note that there is very little difference between maximum heart rates across the board.  

Average heart rates tend to vary.  However, those datapoints also include the large rests between climbs. 



 

ARC training and Trad climbing take the cake as far as calories burned.  (Sport climbing was 

encompassed in the ARC/Outdoor category for this past season.) 

2.2.1 Hangboarding 
Tracking hangboard training has remained unchanged since the last document.  My personal progression 

is shown in Figure 9 through Figure 11 (workout #56 and up is forecasted).  This tracking and charting is 

still performed in Excel. 

 
Figure 9: Hangs by Weight, Baseline 

 

 
Figure 10: Hangs by Weight, Max 
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Figure 11: Hangs by Volume 

For a volume calculation example, please see the original The Nerdy Joy of Tracking Your Training. 

 

Figure 12 shows how the data for hangboarding is entered and recorded in Excel. 

 
Figure 12: Hangboard Data Acquisition Table 
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2.2.2 Power: Campus and Limit Boulder 
Tracking power remains unchanged.  The power volume chart is shown in Figure 13.  This past power 

season was dominated by Limit Bouldering (red and blue columns) over the campus board (multi-colored 

columns). 

 
Figure 13: Power Volume Chart 

 

2.2.3 Power Endurance 
A number of charts tracking pace and lap time were previously used to track Power Endurance (PE).  

Ultimately, I think these charts proved useless.  As a result, I’ve started tracking Time Under Tension 

(TUT) for PE workouts (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14: PE TUT Chart 
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Data recorded for PE workouts still includes lap time and pace as shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15: PE Data Recording 

Here is why recording PE TUT became a focus: this past season while working a 5.12b, I recorded and 

timed myself.  The climb was worth about 8 minutes of climbing.  I consistently fell off at the 4-5 minute 

mark.  While training PE indoors, 4-5 minutes is also where I fell off.  Thus I had two options: climb faster 

or train for a longer PE threshold.  When I sent it, it took me about 4.5 minutes to complete. 

 

Interestingly, I have a 5.12a trad project which also requires about 8 minutes of climbing.  Again, 

recording and timing myself, I fell off at the 4 minute mark.  There is room for improvement! 

3.0 General Fitness, Calorie Consumption, and Cardio Tracking 
Getting back to some of the charts presented in Training For The New Alpinism, I also began recording 

heart rate, duration, and calories for all workouts including hiking (this includes approaches to climbs), 

running, skiing, and strength training.  The duration in each sport (as recorded in the past 10 weeks) 

along with respective cardio zones is shown in Figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16: Workout Duration and Zone by Sport 

Another benefit to charting this is that it gives you an idea of how much time you really spend on your 

sports.  There’s the 10,000 hour “rule” of mastering a skill.  Extrapolating from this chart and adding 

some other data not captured, I have about 7,000 hours to go.  You can also see I avoid running. 

  



Cumulative calories burned can also be plotted as shown in Figure 17.  Access will let you break down this 

chart into a weekly chart if you’re interested in a particular week (or two). 

 
Figure 17: Cumulative Calories Burned 

4.0 Summary and Additional Charts 
A final chart which didn’t fit into the topics above is cumulative altitude gained as shown in Figure 18.  

Again, Access will allow you to break down this data by week for comparison against other weeks. 

 

 
Figure 18: Cumulative Altitude Gained 



5.0 Conclusion 
The charting and visualization tools available to the common person now are incredibly powerful and 

beneficial.  Digesting the above information can tell a user where s/he needs to spend their efforts and 

where they should spend time trying to improve. 

 

The possibilities for tracking are theoretically endless.  The end user must decide what is most important 

and how that pertains to their goals.  Similar efforts to this have been performed (for instance, Neely 

Quinn’s Training Beta podcast with Tom Randall) which have data spanning over several athletes with 

much further analysis. 

 

Choosing between Access and Excel depends on the user.  It is worth noting that Excel can also perform 

Pivot Charts.  I switched because Excel was running too slow for that data and post-processing efforts.  

Macros could be employed to perform similar functions.  Using Access has been a learning process with a 

significant learning curve.  Overall, I am more pleased with the outcomes of using Access for specific 

database management over Excel. 

 

This project continues to be a hobby but could morph into a flexible and efficient training tool for tailoring 

each season to specific goals in mind. 

 

If you are interested in these files, have questions, or have data to add, please feel free to contact me! 
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